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This document describes the implementation details of the Field
Statistics (FIELDSTAT) Program which is designed to provide
statistics describing the signatures of the crop classes (as
determined by ground truth) in a Large Area Crop Inventory
Experiment (LACIE) segment. Included are details on the Image
Unload Program which transfers raw image data from magnetic
tapes to a disk data base during a screening and tagging process.
The screened image data and existing ground truth data are
correlated by the FIELDSTAT program and ground truth spectral
value statistics files are produced.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, of the exact issue noted, formed
the basis of the software described in this document.
o TIRF 78-0011 dated February 3, 1978.
o Field Statistics (FIELDSTAT) Implementation Specification






The first program run is the Image-Unload program, IMUNLD. It
reads from a disk file named M1UNLD.DAT three items of
information: the auxiliary disk device number, the magnetic
tape device ID, and the magnetic tape number of the image
unload tape. It then reads the blind site segment numbers
from a disk file named HEDREC.SZT. Then it begins scanning the
input tape and, when a desired segment is encountered, a disk
file is created whose type is IMO and whose name is the nine-
character segment number and acquisition date combination. Next,
each of the 117 scan line records is transferred from the tape
to the disk file and, during the transfer, each of the 196
pixels in a scan-line is passed through a screening process. If
the pixel is not classified as good, it is tagged before being
stored on the output disk file. When all of that file has been
transferred, the disk file is closed. A disk file is created
for each acquisition on the tape from a blind site segment.
A report is produced which identifies each disk file created,
the portion of the three-part data base where it was stored, and
-the results of the screening process.
The second program that is run is the Fieldstats program,
FLDSTT. The FLDSTT and IMUNLD programs are independent except
that FLDSTT uses as input the files that are output from IMUNLD.
FLDSTT reads from a disk file named FLDSTT.DAT several items
of information: the crop code translations file ID, the ground
truth data file ID, the LACIE segment number, an output report
option flag, and from one to fifteen acquisition dates. The
program reads crop code translations and brightness and
greenness coefficients from the crop code translations file.
It assigns the specified ground truth data file, and then,
3X
for each acquisition date input, that date is combined with
the segment number to create the file names used for, one input
disk file (image unload - type. IMO) and four output disk files.
The four files output are the dot pixel statistics (type.DPO),
the pure pixel statistics (type.P;PO), the mixed pixel statistics
(type.MPO), and the subpixel statistics (type.SPO). One scan
line of data is read from the image unload file and from the
ground truth file. For each of the 196 pixels in the scan line,
counts and accumulations are made (on a per crop code basis)
and kept on an interim scratch disk file. When all 117 scan
lines have been processed, the data for the four output files
are calculated and stored, and the desired output reports are
generated. Then the process is repeated for the next acquisition
date.
3.2 DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS
3.2.1 IMUNLD DATA FLOW
Figure 3-1 illustrates the data flow for the IMUNLD program.
3.2.2 FLDSTT DATA FLOW
Figure 3-2 illustrates the data flow for the FLDSTT program.
3.3 FILE DESCRIPTIONS
3.3.1 IMAGE UNLOAD TAPE FILE (Input only)
This tape contains the four channels of image data for an
acquisition in one file. There may be as many as 100 files on
the tape. Each file is in the Universal Format, consisting of
one 3060-byte header record, 117 900-byte data records, and one
end-of-file record. The end of tape is denoted by two consecu-
tive end-of-file records. The information of interest in the

















1-32 Taus title in EBCDIC;
	 LACIE PFC IMAGE UNLOAD TAPE
33-38 Tape number in EBCDIC
39-60 N/A
61-63 Date of this tape generation
61 Day of month in binary
62 Month number in tinary
63 Last two digits of year in binary
64-66 N/A
67-68 Segment number in binary (bytes inverted)
69-2200 N/A
2201-2202 Sun angle in degrees in binary (bytes inverted)
2203-2248 N/A
2249-2253 Acquisition date in EBCDIC in YYDDD format
2254-3060 N/A
The information of interest in each data record (which represents
one scan line) is described below.
BYTE CONTENTS
1-72 N/A
73-268 Channel one values for pixels 1-196 in binary
269-464 Channel two values
465-660 Channel three values
661-856 Channel. four values
857-900 N/A
f
3.3 ; SCREENED IMAGE DISK FILE - SGNMACQDT.XMO (Output/Input)
The screened image file is a sequential, unformatted, FILES 11
disk file in Universal Format and is essentially a copy of
the corresponding (segment number and acquisition date) file on
the image unload tape. The distinction in the data records is
that the channel four value for a pixel (which normally ranges
from 0-127) is increased by 128 if the screening process
determines that the pixel is not ,good. The header record is
copied exactly from the tape with the following exceptions:
a. The new EBCDIC file title (bytes 1-32) is FIELDSTAT
SCREENED IMAGE FILE.
b. The segment number bytes (67 and 68) are in their proper
order.
c. The current date is stored in bytes 61-63.
3.3.3 IMUNLD.DAT DISK FILE (Input only)
This sequential, formatted disk file is a card-image file used
to supply general information for any particular run of the
IMUNLD program. Its format is as follows:
RECORD	 CHARACTER	 CONTENTS
1	 1	 Device number of the disk onto which
the IMUNLD is to store the screened
image files. For example, if DB2:
is the disk device used, then this
record would contain a 2.
2	 1-3	 Magnetic take device ID for input Image
Unload tape, e.g., MT1.
3	 1-6	 The Image Unload tape number, e.g.,
770080.
-_
3.3.4 HEDREC.SIT DISK FILE (Input only)
This sequential, unformatted disk file contains all the valid
blind site segment numbers in one record as binary integers.
The first 64 words are the 64 segments pertaining to Part 1
of the Accuracy Assessment (AA) data base. The second 64 words
are the 64 segments pertaining to Part 2 of the AA data base,
and the third 64 words are the 64 segments pertaining to Part 3
of the AA data base.
3.3.5 FLDSTT.DAT DISK FILE (Input only)
This sequential, formatted disk file is a card-image file used
to supply general information for any particular run of the
FLDSTT program. Its format is as follows:
RECORD	 CHARACTER	 CONTENTS
1	 1-30	 File ID where the crop code translations
and brightness and greenness coefficients
are stored. The file name is FSTLBL.DAT,
but this field should include the
specific device and User File Directory
(UFD) to enable location of the desired
file, e.g., DB2:[l3l,g0l]rSTLBL.DAT.
2	 1-30	 File ID where the ground truth data are
stored. After this file is assigned,
then this character string is used to
create output files, therefore it must
be very exact in format. For example,
the file ID DB2: [131,0011 1611.77353.GTO
is acceptable (the acquisition date
must be characters 16-22).




J	 7 -.L 0
-4
CONTENTS
Output report option flag. A two-digit
decimal number specifying which output
reports are desired. The number is the
sum of the numbers assigned to the
various reports. The Acquisition
Summary report is always produced,
whereas the Dot Pixel Statistics report
(assigned number 1) and the Crop Code
Summary report (assigned number 2) are
optional.
A two-digit decimal number, greater
than zero and less than sixteen, which
specifies how many acquisition dates
are to be processed during this run
of the FLDSTT program.
First acquisition date to be processed.
Represented in standard YYDDD format.
As many acquisition dates as are
indicated on record three should be
specified in successive fields on













31-35	 Fourth acquisition date.
4
	
41-45	 Fifth acquisition date.
5
	
1-5	 Sixth acquisition date.
5
	
11-15	 Seventh acquisition date.
5
	
21-25	 Eighth acquisition date.
5
	
















6	 41-45	 Fifteenth acquisition date.
3.3.6 FSTT,BL.DAT DISK FILE (Input only)
This sequential, formatted disk file is a card image file used
to supply crop code translations and brightness and greenness
coefficients to the FLDSTT program. The first sixteen cards
each contain sixteen five-character fields. The first three
characters of each field are the numeric crop code, and the
last two characters are the alphanumeric translations. These
fields must be in ascending numerical sequence, 000-255. The
seventeenth card contains the four brightness coefficients
beginning at character one and separated by commas. The
eighteenth card contains the four greenness coefficients
beginning at character one and separated by commas.
3.3.7 GROUND TRUTH DISK FILE - SGNMGENDT.GTO (Input only)
The ground truth file is a sequential, unformatted, FILES 11
disk file in Universal format, with one 3060-byte header record
and 351 540-byte data records. The only information in the
header record that is of interest to the FLDSTT program is the
segment number, stored in word thirty-four, which is checked
against the specified segment number from the FLDSTT.DAT file.
In ground truth data, which records actual crop codes, each pixel
is divided into six subpixels (three rows by two columns), so
that one scan line across the 196 pixels actually records values
for 2*196 subpixels, and three scan lines are needed to record values
for the complete 196 pixels in each of the 117 pixel rows.
Consequently, there are 3*117=351 data records, each of which
contains crop code values for two subpixels out of each of the
196 pixels in the scan line. The information in the data
records is laid out as follows:
ROCORD BYTE CONTENTS
1 1-72 N/A
1 73 Crop code for upper left subpixel of pixel
one in row one.
1 74 Crop code for upper right subpixel of pixel
one in row one.
1 75 Crop code for upper left subpixel of pixel
two in row one.
1 464 Crop code for upper right subpixel of pixel
196 in row one.
1 465-540 N/A
2 1-72 N/A
2 73 Crop code for middle left subpixel of pixel
one in row one.
2	 464	 Crop code for middle right subpixel of pixel






3	 73	 Crop code for lower left subpixel of pixel
one in row
3	 464	 Crop code for lower right subpixel of pixel
196 in row one.
3	 465-540 N/A
4	 1-72	 N/A
4	 73	 Crop code for upper left subpixel of pixel
one in row two.
351	 464	 Crop code for lower right subpixel of pixel
196 in row 117.
351	 465-540 N/A
It should be noted that the value of each crop code is biased by
-123 if looked at as an eight-bit computer word.
3.3.8 DOT PIXEL STATISTICS DISK FILE - SGNMACQDT.DPO (Output only)
The dot pixel statistics file is a sequential, unformatted, FILES
11 disk file with one 360-word header (two bytes per word) and
eleven 270-word data records. The format of the header record
is as follows:
WORD	 CONTENTS (binary single word integer except as noted)




6-8 Date of file generation:
Word 6 = day of the month
Word 7 = month number
Word 8 ^ value of the last two digits of the year
9 Segment number
10-11 Acquisition date !double word binary integer)
12 Sun angle in degrees
13 Number of good pixels
14 Number of garbled pixels
15 Number of cloud pixels
16 Number of shadow pixels
17 Number of water pixels
18-19 Channel one means (meal)
20-21 Channel two means (real)
22-23 Channel three means (real)
24-25 Channel four means	 (real)
26-27 Gamma (real)
28 Number of one-class pixels
29 Number of two-class pixels
30 Number of three-class pixels
31 Number of four-class pixels
32 Number of five-class pixels
33 Number of six-class pixels








Crop code occurrance array. Applicable only to the
pure pixel, mixed pixel, and subpixel statistics
files. Each word corresponds to crop codes 0-255,
in that order. A zero in the word means that crop
code did not occur. A value, I, in the Jth word
means that crop code J-1 did occur, and the statistics
for that crop code are recorded in record I (header
record excluded) of the file.
Zero fill.
Each data record contains nineteen twelve-word blocks of infor-
mation in the first 228 words of the record and zero fill in
the last forty-two words. Each block of information pertains to
one of the designated 209 dot pixels and is laid out as follows:
WORD CONTENTS (all are single-word binary integers)
1 Dot ID, range 1-209
2 Channel one spectral value, range 0-255
3 Channel two spectral value, range 0-255
4 Channel three spectral value, range 0-255
5 Channel four spectral value, range 0-127
6 Subpixel one crop code, range 0-255
7 Subpixel two crop code, range 0-255
8 Subpixel three crop code, range 0-255
9 Subpixel four crop code, range 0-255
10 Subpixel five crop code, range 0-255
11 Subpixel six crop code, range 0-255
12 Screening label, range 1-47
3 3
L_. ,
3.3.9 PURE PIXEL STATISTICS DISK FILE - SGNMACQDT.PPO (Output only)
The pure pixel statistics file is a sequential, unformatted,
FILES 11 disk file with one 360-word header record and from
zero to 256 630-word data records. The header record is
identical to the dot pixel statistics file header record. There
will be one data record for each different crop code found in
the good pixels of the segment. A pure pixel is a good pixel
whose subpixels all have the same crop code. For a crop code
detected in the segment, but having no pure pixels with that
crop code, the data record will contain all zeroes except the
first word, which will contain the crop code value. For crop
codes that did have pure pixels, the data records have the
following format:
WORD	 CONTENT (single word binary integer except as noted)
1	 Crop code
2-3
	 Channel one means (real)
4-5
	 Channel two means (real)
6-7
	 Channel three means (real)
8-9 Channel four means	 (real)
10-11 Channel one standard deviation (real)
12-13 Channel two standard deviation (real)
14-15 Channel three standard deviation (real)
16-17 Channel four standard deviation (real)
18-19 Channels lx2 correlation	 (real)
20-21 Channels 1x3 correlation (real)
22-23 Channels 1x4 correlation (real)
	
24-25	 Channels 2x3 correlation (real)
	
26-27




28-29	 Channels 3x4 correlation (real)
30	 Pixel count
31-181	 Brightness histogram, 151 words representing counts
of values 0-150
182-297	 Greenness histogram, 116 words representing counts
of values (-30) -85
298-630	 Zero fill.
3.3.10 MIXED PIXEL STATISTICS DISK FILE - SGNMACQDT.MPO (Output only)
The mixed pixel statistics file is a sequential, unformatted,
FILES 11 disk file with one 360-word header record and from
zero to 256 630-word data records„ The header record is
identical to the dot pixel statistics file header record. There
will be one data record for each different crop code found in the
good pixels of the segment. A mixed pixel for a certain crop
code is a good pixel with at least one subpixel having that
crop code. Note that this definition includes pure pixels as a
subset of mixed pixels. Each data record has exactly the same
format as a pure pixel statistics file data record.
3.3.11 SUBPIXEL STATISTICS DISK FILE - SGNMACQDT.SPO (Output only)
The subpixel statistics file is a sequential, unformatted, FILES
11 disk file with one 360-word header record and from zero to
256 630
-word data records. The header record is identical to
the dot pixel statistics file header record. There will be one
data record for each different crop code found in the good




WORD_ CONTENTS (double word binary integer except as noted)
1 Crop code ( single word binary integer)
2-3 Channel one means (real)
4-5 Channel two means (real)
6-7 Channel three means (real)
8-9 Channel four means (real)
10-11 Channel one standard deviation ( real,)
12-13 Channel two standard deviation (real)
14-15 Channel three standard deviation (real)
16-17 Channel four standard deviation (real.)
18-19 Channels lx2 correlation (real)
20-21 Channels 1x3 correlation (real)
22-23 Channels lx4 correlation (real)
24-25 Channels 2x3 correlation (real)
26-27 Channels 2x4 correlation (real)
28-29 Channels 3x4 correlation (real)
30-31	 Subpixel count
32-333	 Brightness histogram, 151 integers representing
counts of values 0-150
334-565	 Greenness histogram, 116 integers representing counts
of values (-30) -85
566-630	 Zero fill
t ^^
3.3.12 SCRATCH FILE'- TMPSTT.TMP (Input/Output)
The program FLDSTT uses a direct access, unformatted, scratch
disk file, that has 1280 words per record. The first 256
records are reserved for interim storage of counts and
accumulations on a per crop code basis. Records 257 through
267 are used for interim storage of the dot pixel statistics
file data records and are formatted exactly like those records.



















CONTENTS (single word binary integers except as noted)
Crop code
Sum of pure pixel channel one values (double word
binary integer (DWBI))
Sum of pure pixel channel two values (DWBI)
Sum of pure pixel channel three values (DWBI)
Sun; of pure pixel channel four values (DWBI)
Sum of channels lxl products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 1x2 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels lx3 products (DWBI) -- pure pixels
Sum of channels lx4 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 2x2 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 2x3 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 2x4 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 3x3 products (DWBI) - pure pixels
Sum of channels 3x4 products (DWBI) - pure pixels








Pure pixel greenness counters, 116 integers
representing values (-30) -85
298 - 593	 Repeat of words 2-297 except for mixed pixels
594-621	 Repeat of words 2-29 except for subpixels





3.4.1 IMAGE UNLOAD MAIN PROGRAM (IMUNLD)
3.4.1.1 Linkage	 N
This program calls the special subroutines BEGRPT, FBLD, and




An Image Unload tape, a blind site segment numbers disk file,
and a grogram parameters disk file.
3.4.1.4 Output
Screened image disk files for use by at least the FLDSTT program,
and a report showing, for each screened image disk file produced,
the file name, the part of the AA data base into which it was





This program scans files on an Image Unload tape and, for each
blind site segment it finds, it creates a disk file of the same
data after screening each pixel and flagging those which are
not good.
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The special subroutines called by IMUNLD are BEGRPT, FBLD, and
FSTART. FSTART calls special subroutines ETOA and SCREEN.
BEGRPT has an additional entry point RPTLN, referenced by FBLD.
FSTART has additional entry points HDRIN, referenced by IMUNLD,
and DATOUT, referenced by FBLD. SCREEN has an additional entry
point SNAG, referenced by FSTART.
3.4.2.2 Subroutine BEGRPT
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^`;pis subroutine creates the proper file name, opens that file,
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This subroutine sets up the tape drive, reads each file's
header record, reads and screens the data from a particular
fade, and writes the output disk File.
^F4 Flowchdrt
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This subroutine converts an alphanumeric tape number from
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3.4.2.6 Subroutine SCREEN
This subroutine, using the sun angle and the four channel
values-for a pixel, makes a series of tests and decides
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3.4.3 FIELDSTATS MAIN PROGRAM (FLDSTT)
3.4.3.1 Linkage
This program calls the special subroutines GAMGEN, SCREEN,
GETCCR, FASRPT, FGPRPT, and FCCSRP in addition to system
subroutines.
3.4.3.2 Interface
GAMGEN, SCREEN, GETCCR, FASRPT, FGPRPT, FCCSRP.
3.4.3.3 Input
A screened image disk file, a ground truth disk file, a crop
code translations disk file, and a program parameters disk
file.
3.4.3.4 Output
A dot pixel statistics disk file, a pure pixel statistics disk
file, a mixed pixel statistics disk file, a subpixel statistics
disk file, an acquisition summary report, an optional dot pixel




The FLDSTT program matches image unload data and ground truth
data, calculates means, standard deviations, cross-channel.
correlations, and brightness and greenness histograms, stores
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The special subroutines called by FLDSTT are GAMGEN, SCREEN,
GETCCR, FASRPT, FGPRPT, and FCCSRP. SCREEN has an additional
entry point SNAG, referenced by FLDSTT.
3.4.4.2 Subroutine GAMGEN
This subroutine uses the sun angle and the four-channel mean
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3.4.4.3 Subroutine GFITCCR
This subroutine reads the direct access record corresponding
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This subroutine uses information in common block RCMN1, which
is the header record of any of the FLDSTT output files, to
print the Fieldstats Acquisition Summary Report. The report
gives the segment number, the acquisition date, the sun angle,
gamma, the count of each class and type of pixel, the number
of different crop codes found, and the overall means for each
of the four channels of image unload data.
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This subroutine uses file heavier information in common block
RCMN1, crop code translation information in common block
RCMN3, and information read from the dot pixel statistics file
to print the Fieldstats Dot Pixel Statistics Report. The report
gives the segment number, the acquisition date, the sun angle,
gamma, and, for each of the 209 dot pixels, the dot pixel
number, the four image unload channel values, the screening
label, and the six subpixel crop code translations.
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This subroutine uses file header information in common block
RCMN1, crop code translation information in common block
RCM,N3, and a buffer of per crop code information in common block
RCMN2 to print the Fieldctats Crop Code Summary Reporf. The
buffer in common block RCMN2 is a composite of records read
from each of the three pixel type output statistics files from
FLDSTT. The report gives, for each occurring crop code, the
crop code numeric value, the crop code translation, the segment
number, the acquisition date, the sun angle, c,anma, and then
for each pixel type (pure, mixed, and subpixela), the count of
pixels, the four channel means, the four channel, standard
deviations, the cross-channel correlations, and the maximum and
minimum values from the bri-htness and greenness histograms.
i
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FH^k - j`:TEGrh • 2 A O ^-AY	 10F F ILE HFVE Q , (/PC*" 1/)
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C
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When the operator receives an IMUNLD batch run, he should
perform the following steps:
1. Log onto the system under UIC[5,51.
2. Check system time and date for correct entry.
3. Mount the Image Unload gape (specified on the Run Request
Form, Figure 4-1) without a write ring f. a foreign tape.
4. Mount the AA R13 04 disk (specified on the Run Request Form)
on DB2..
5. Check the IMUNLD card deck to ensure that the second card
after the $CREATE IMUNLD.DAT card contains the tape drive
ID that matches the drive on which the tape: was mounted.
6. Load the card reader with the IMUNLD card deck and start
the batch processor..
7. At the end of the run dismount the tape and disk, and return
the card deck, Run Request Form (siqned off), Image Unload
tape, and printer listing to the user, and the disk to its
locker.
4.1.2 FLDSTT PROGRAM
When the operator receives a FLDSTT batch run, he should perform
the following steps:
1. Log onto the system under UIC[5,51.
2. Check system time and data for correct entry.




































REQUESTER REMARKS/JUSTIFICATION 	 Y
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FIGURE 4 - 1
RUN REQUEST FORM
	 _^j
4. Load the card reader with the FLDSTT card deck and start
the batch processor.
5. At the end of the run, dismount the disk and return it to
its locker, and return the card deck, Run Request Form




To run the IMUNLD program in batch, the user should perform
the following steps:








Where Data Set 1 contains the three cards described below:
Card 1 - contains a 2 in column one to indicate that DB2: is
the drive for the AA disk.
Card 2 -- contains the input tape drive device ID in the first
three COILImns, for example, MTO or MT1. This card will be
adjusted by the operator if he needs to use a different drive
than the one specified.
Card 3 - Contains the tape number in the first six columns.
This number will be chocked against the number stored internally
on the tapF
2. Compl.. : the NAME, ORGANIZATION/PHONE, DATE, TAPE
IDEN'fIFICATION, OTHER INFORMATION (specify what AA RPO4 disk
to use) boxes, and check the PRINTOUT bnx on the Run Request
Form (Figure 4-1).
^L
3. Submit the Ima(3e Unload tape, the card deck, and the Run
Request Form tc, Operations for runnir,. on the Image Processor.
4. After the program has been run, retrieve the tape, card
deck, and printout, and sign the bottom of the Run Request
Form to indicate receipt of the output.
4.2.1.2 FLDSTT Program
To run the FLDSTT program in batch, the user should perform the
following steps:









Where Data Set 2 contains the four to six cards described below:
Card 1 - contains, in the first thirty columns, the file ID
where the crop code translations and brightness and greenness
coefficients are stored. The file namc is FSTLBL.DAT, but this
card should include the specific device and user file directory
to enzble location of the desired file, for example, DB2:[131 ,0,01.1
PSTLBL.DAT.
Card 2 - contains, in the first thirty columns, the file ID
where ground truth data are stored. After this file is assigned,
this character string is modified and used to create the output
files, therefore it must be very exact i.n format. For example,
the file ID DB2:[l31,001] 1611.77353.GT0 is acceptable (the
acquisition date must be in columns eighteen through twenty-two).
Card 3 - contains three fields:
Field 1 - c
	
is one through four -- contains the segment number
to ,e pcocesse.d . Th i s is checked against the number
stored internally or, the ground truth file..
4
Field 2 - columns six and seven - contains the output report
option flag. This is a two-digit decimal number
specifying which output reports are desired. The
number is the sum of the numbers assigned -,•) the
various reports. The Acquisition Summary report is
always produced, whereas the Dot Pixel Statistics
report (assigned number 1) and the Crop Code Summary
report (assigned number 2) are optional.
Field 3 - columns nine and ten - contains a two-digit decimal.
number, greater than zero and less than sixteen, which
specifies how many acquisition dates are to be processed
during this run of the FLDSTT program. Note that each
acquisition date processed will take one hour of
elasped time at a minimum.
Cards 4,5, and 6 - contain fifteen fields which are the acquisi-
tion dates to be processed, represented 4_n standard
YYDDD format. On each card there are five five-character
fields, starting in column one and skipping five spaces
between each field. Cards 5 and 6 do not need to be
present if they are not needed.
2. Complete the NAME, ORGANIZATION/PHONE, DATE, OTHER INFORMATION
(specify what AA RPO4 disk to use) boxes, and check the
PRINTOUT box cn the Run Request Form.
3. Submit the card deck and Run Request Form to Operations for
running on the Image Processor.
4. After the program has been run, retrieve the card deck and
printout, and sign the bottom of the Run Request Form to





To run the IMUNLD program from an interactive terminal, the
user should sign on to UIC[110,61, have the proper tape and
disk mounted, create the file IMUNLD.DAT cc;ntaining Data Set 1
(described in 4.2.1.1), and execute IMUNLD.TSK.
4.2.2.2 FLDSTT Prograr,l
Tc run the FLDSTT program from an interactive terminal, the user
should sign on to UIC[11G,6], have the proper disk mounted,
edit the data in Data Set 2 (described in 4.2.1.2) in file
FLDSTT.DAT and execute FLDSTT.TSK.
/ .r
